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Abstra t

uses, the analysis must propagate the information through
all program points, whether the program point uses the information or not.
Inspired by this observation, we have developed a new
program representation, Stati Single Information (SSI)
form, that re aptures the advantages of SSA form for prediated analyses, or analyses whi h use the predi ates in onditional bran hes to extra t analysis information. The insight behind this representation is the use of -fun tions,
whi h produ e new names for variables at splits in the ontrol ow. The analysis an then asso iate information with
variable names, and propagate the information eÆ iently
and dire tly from information de nition points to uses.
In addition to these pra ti al properties, SSI form has
several appealing theoreti al properties. It is always possible to pla e -fun tions so that the number of  -fun tions
is linear in the size of the original input program. Furthermore, our pla ement algorithm also runs in linear time. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, SSI form allows us to
re ast ompound data ow analyses as a at, uni ed system
of onstraints. This formulation allows us to generalize the
standard xed-point solution me hanism for data ow equations to in lude onstraint resolution rules. The result is a
more uniform and powerful analysis framework.
We have implemented a ompiler infrastru ture for Java,
the MIT Flex system, that uses SSI form [7℄. We have used
this ompiler infrastru ture to implement several predi atebased analyses, in luding an analysis that dete ts redundant
array bounds and null referen e he ks, an analysis that determines the number of bits required to represent values in
di erent variables, and a onditional onstant propagation
analysis.
Our experimental results show that our analyses exe ute
eÆ iently and extra t information that an be used to signi antly optimize the program. Furthermore, we believe
that SSI form signi antly simpli ed the implementation of
these analyses. Our experien es have led us to use SSI form
as the primary program representation in the Flex ompiler
system.

This paper presents a new intermediate format alled Stati
Single Information (SSI) form. SSI form generalizes the traditional on ept of a variable de nition to in lude all information de nition points, or points where the analysis may
obtain information about the value in a variable. Information de nition points in lude onditional bran hes as well
as assignments. Be ause SSI form provides a new name for
ea h variable at ea h information de nition point, it provides ex ellent support for both predi ated analyses, whi h
exploit information gained from onditionals, and ba kwards
data ow analyses.
We have developed a Java ompiler that uses SSI form
as its primary program representation. We have used SSI
form to implement several predi ated analyses, in luding redundant array bounds and null pointer he k analyses, a
onditional onstant propagation analysis, and a bit-width
analysis. Our experimental results show that the analyses
exe ute eÆ iently and extra t information that an be used
to signi antly optimize the program. Furthermore, we believe that SSI form signi antly simpli ed the eÆ ient implementation of these analyses.

1 Introdu tion
Stati Single Assignment (SSA) form transforms the program so that exa tly one de nition of ea h variable rea hes
ea h use. Traditional data ow analyses, whi h propagate information from variable de nitions to uses, therefore be ome
mu h simpler to express. Instead of generating an analysis
result for ea h variable at ea h point in the program, SSA
allows the analysis to generate a result for ea h variable.
This sparse representation improves both the simpli ity and
the eÆ ien y of the analysis.
But de nitions are not the only pla e where an analysis
an extra t information about the values of variables. Conditional bran hes also provide information about the values
of variables. Consider what happens when one attempts
to in orporate this information into an SSA-based analysis.
The original problem that SSA eliminated (the need to extra t information for ea h variable at ea h program point)
returns. Variable names do not hange at the onditional
bran h, even though the ompiler has di erent information
along the two ontrol- ow paths.
The resulting mismat h between variable names and data ow information also produ es an eÆ ien y problem. Instead of propagating information dire tly from de nitions to

2 The Stati Single Information form
In this se tion we will provide a formal spe i ation of SSI
form and its minimal and pruned variants. We will also
provide eÆ ient algorithms for onstru ting these representations.
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2.1 De nition of SSI form
SSI form is an extension of the SSA form introdu ed in [4℄.
Building SSI form involves adding pseudo-assignments for a
variable V :
() at a ontrol- ow merge when disjoint paths from a onditional bran h ome together and at least one of the
paths ontains a de nition of V ; and
( ) at lo ations where ontrol- ow splits and at least one
of the disjoint paths from the split uses the value of V .

2.2 Criteria for inserting -fun tions
To minimize the number of  -fun tions, there should be a
 -fun tion for variable a at node z of the owgraph exa tly
when:
1. node x ontains a use of a,
2. node y ontains a use of a,
3. there is a nonempty path Pzx of edges from z to x,
4. there is a nonempty path Pzy of edges from z to y , and
5. paths Pzx and Pzy do not have any node in ommon
ex ept z (that is, z is the point of divergen e for these
paths).
We will all this the path- onvergen e riterion for inserting  -fun tions. We onsider the start node to ontain an
impli it de nition of every variable, and the end node to
ontain an impli it use of every variable.
Upon examination, we see that the path- onvergen e riteria for - and -fun tions intera t. Sin e  -fun tions are
variable de nitions and -fun tions are variable uses, the
set of equations de ned by the respe tive riteria must be
iterated together in order to nd the ne essary fun tion sets.
The total number of - and  -fun tions remains linear, however: we an only pla e a single - and/or -fun tion per
variable at any given owgraph node, so the total number
of added fun tions is limited to 2  N  V .

2.3 Variable renaming after - and -fun tion insertion
On e the ompiler has determined where to pla e the fun tions and  -fun tions, it renames variables to satisfy
the following two properties:
Property 2.1 (Naming after -fun tions.). For every
node x ontaining a de nition of a variable a in the renamed
program and node y ontaining a use of that variable, there
exists at least one non-empty path Pxy of edges from x to y
and no su h path ontains a de nition of a other than at x.
Property 2.2 (Naming after  -fun tions.). For every
pair of nodes x and y ontaining uses of a variable a de ned
at a node z in the renamed program, either every nonempty
path Pzx of edges from z to x must ontain node y , or every
nonempty path Pzy of edges from z to y must ontain x.
In addition, orre tness requires that the following hold:
Property 2.3 (Corre tness.). Along any possible ontrolow path in a program being exe uted onsider any use of a
variable a in the original program and the orresponding use
of ai in the renamed program. Then, at every o urren e of
the use on the path, a and ai have the same value. The path
need not be y le-free.

2.4 Minimal and pruned SSI forms
Minimal and pruned SSI forms an be de ned whi h parallel their SSA ounterparts. Minimal SSI has the smallest

number of - and -fun tions su h that the above onditions
are satis ed. Pruned SSI form is the minimal form with any
unused - and -fun tions deleted; that is, it ontains no
- or  -fun tions after whi h there are no subsequent non- or  -fun tion uses of any of the variables de ned on the
left-hand side.1 Figure 1 on the following page ompares
minimal and pruned SSI form for an example program.
Note that, as in SSA form, pruned SSI does not stri tly
satisfy the SSI onstraints be ause it omits dead - and  fun tions otherwise required by the path- onvergen e riteria. In pra ti e, a subtra tive de nition of pruned form |
generate minimal form and then remove the unused - and
 -fun tions | is most useful, but a onstru tive de nition
an be generated from the standard SSI form de nition as
follows:
1. The onvergen e/divergen e node z of the pathonvergen e riteria for inserting - and  -fun tions
must also satisfy: \and there exists a nonempty path
Pzu from z to a u, a use of a in the original program,
whi h does not ontain another de nition of a."
2. The boundary ondition spe i ed by the pathonvergen e riterion for the node END an be loosened
as follows (emphasis indi ates modi ations): \For the
purposes of this de nition, the START node is assumed
to ontain a de nition for every variable in the original
program and the END nodes a use for every variable live
at END in the original program."
Pruned form is de ned as having the minimal set of and  -fun tions that satisfy the amended onditions. It an
easily be veri ed that the modi ations suÆ e to eliminate
unused - and  -fun tions: if the variable de ned in a or -fun tion is used, there must exist a nonempty path
Pzu as mandated by amendment 1, where amendment 2 lets
u = END for variables live exiting the pro edure and thus
usefully de ned.

Property 2.4. A node Z gets a - or  -fun tion for some
variable V in pruned SSI form only if the orresponding
variable V is live at Z in the original program.
i

Proof. This is a trivial restatement of amendment 1. A
variable v is said to be live at some node N if there exists a
+ U on whi h no de nitions
node U using v and a path N !
of v are to be found. If V is not live at Z then no path
+ U satisfying the amended path- onvergen e riteria
Z !
an be found and neither a - or -fun tion an be pla ed.
Amendment 2 ensures this holds true at boundaries.

3 SSI onstru tion algorithms
Constru tion of SSI form takes pla e in two phases. First,
the required - and  -fun tions for ea h variable are inserted
at ontrol- ow merge and split points. Then renaming is
performed to reate a valid SSI form program.
1 An even more ompa t SSI form may be produ ed by removing

-fun tions for whi h there are uses for exa tly one of the variables
on the left-hand side, but by doing so one loses the ability to perform
renaming at some ontrol- ow splits whi h may generate additional
value information.
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Figure 1: Minimal (left) and pruned (right) SSI forms.

3.1 Pla ement algorithms
Sreedhar and Gao have shown [18℄ that it is possible to
pla e -fun tions in time proportional to the size of the program. With appropriate modi ations to the algorithm, it
an be used to pla e  -fun tions. However, as noted above,
- and -fun tion pla ement is not independent: the pla ement of -fun tions ne essitates additional  -fun tion pla ement, and vi e versa. Thus, the (linear time) pla ement algorithms an be run iteratively to nd a xed point. Sin e
the maximum number of - or -fun tions is proportional to
the size of the program, it is obvious that no more than N
iterations will be required, resulting in a worst- ase running
time of O (N 2 ). In pra ti e one would expe t relatively few
iterations2 yielding a near-linear runtime.
The most ommon onstru tion algorithm for SSA form
[5℄ uses dominan e frontiers and su ers from a possible
quadrati blow-up in the size of the dominan e frontier for
ertain ommon programming onstru ts. Various improved
algorithms use su h things as DJ graphs [18℄ and the dependen e ow graph [10℄ to a hieve O(EV ) time omplexity
for -fun tion pla ement. We build on this work to a hieve
O (EV ) onstru tion of SSI form, and present a new algorithm for variable renaming in SSI form after - and fun tions are pla ed.
Our onstru tion algorithm begins with a program stru ture tree of single-entry single-exit (SESE) regions, onstru ted as des ribed by Johnson, Pearson, and Pingali [9℄.
We split the onstru tion of SSI form into two parts:
pla ing - and  -fun tions and renaming variables. The
pla ement algorithm runs in O (NV0 ) time, and is presented
as Algorithm A.1 on page 12. The algorithm is parameterized on a fun tion alled MaybeLive. For minimal SSI form,
MaybeLive should always return true. Faster pra ti al runtime may be obtained if pruned SSI form is the desired goal
by allowing MaybeLive to return any onservative approx2 The number of required iterations is related to the maximum loop

nesting depth, whi h Knuth [13℄ showed remains small for \humangenerated" programs.

imation of variable liveness information, whi h will allow
early suppression of unused - and  -fun tions. Note that
MaybeLive need not be pre ise; onservative values will only
result in an ex ess of - and  -fun tions, not an invalid SSI
form. Se tion 3.1.3 des ribes a post-pro essing algorithm to
eÆ iently remove the ex ess - and  -fun tions.

Lemma 3.1. No -fun tions ( -fun tions) for a variable
v are needed in an SESE region not ontaining a de nition
(use) of v .
Proof. See Appendix B.

Lemma 3.2. If a de nition (use) or a - or -fun tion for a
variable v is present at some node D ( U ), then a -fun tion
( -fun tion) for v is needed at every node N :
1. of input (output) arity greater than 1,
2. rea hable from D (from whi h U is rea hable),
3. whose smallest en losing SESE ontains D ( U ), and
4. whi h is not dominated by D (not post-dominated by
U ).
Proof. See Appendix B.
In pra ti e, the onditions of Lemma 3.2 are too expensive to implement dire tly. Instead, we use a onservative
approximation to SSI form, whi h allows us to pla e more
- and -fun tions than minimal SSI requires while satisfying the onditions of the SSI form de nition. Our algorithm also allows us to do pre-pruning of the SSI form
during pla ement. The result is not pruned SSI, but ontains a tight superset of the - and -fun tions that pruned
form requires.

Theorem 3.1. Algorithm A.1 pla es all the - and fun tions required by the path- onvergen e riteria for - and
 -fun tions.

Proof. Lemma 3.1 states that the hild region ex lusion of
Algorithm A.1 does not ause required - or  -fun tions
to be omitted. Property 2.4 allows the omission of - and
 -fun tions for v at nodes where v is dead when reating
pruned form; MaybeLive may not return false for nodes
where v is not dead, but may return true at nodes where
v is dead without harming the orre tness of the - and
 -fun tion pla ement.

3.1.1 Computing liveness
In orporating liveness information into the reation of
pruned SSI form appears to lead to a hi ken-and-egg problem: although the pruned SSI framework allows highly efient liveness analysis, obtaining the liveness information
from the original program an be problemati . The fastest
sparse algorithm has stated time bounds of O (E + N 2 ) [3℄,
whi h is likely to be more expensive than the rest of the
SSI form onversion. Lu kily, Kam and Ullman [11℄, in onjun tion with an empiri al study by Knuth [13℄, show that
liveness analysis is highly likely to be linear for redu ible
ow-graphs. In our work this question is avoided, as we
obtain our liveness information dire tly from properties of
the Java byte ode les that are our input to the ompiler.
But in any ase our algorithms allow onservative approximation to liveness, so even in the ase of non-redu ible ow
graphs it should not be diÆ ult to qui kly generate a rough
approximation.

3.1.2 Variable renaming
We have shown that Algorithm A.1 pla es all the required
- and  -fun tions in the ontrol- ow graph a ording to
the path- onvergen e riteria for SSI form and the stated
boundary onditions at START and END. The next step is to
rename variables to be onsistent with properties 2.1 and
2.2. Algorithm A.2 in Appendix A performs this variable
renaming. Algorithm A.2 starts on a ow-graph with pla ed
- and -fun tions. When the algorithm nishes, the ontrol
ow-graph will be in proper SSI form. The SSI form is not
ne essarily minimal. The next se tion will show how to postpro ess to reate minimal or pruned SSI form.

Theorem 3.2. Algorithm A.2 renames variables su h that
SSI form properties 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 hold.
Proof. Dire t from lemmas B.2, B.3, and B.4.

Theorem 3.3. Algorithms A.1 and A.2 orre tly transform
a program into SSI form.
Proof. Theorem 3.1 proves that - and  -fun tions are
pla ed orre tly to satisfy the path- onvergen e riteria of
the SSI form de nition, and theorem 3.2 proves that variables are renamed orre tly to satisfy properties 2.1, 2.2
and 2.3.

3.1.3 Pruning SSI form
The SSI algorithm an be run using any onservative approximation to the liveness information (in luding the fun tion MaybeLive(v; n) = true) if unused ode elimination3
3 We follow [19℄ in distinguishing unrea hable ode elimination,
whi h removes ode that an never be exe uted, from unused ode
elimination, whi h deletes se tions of ode whose results are never
used. Both are often alled \dead ode elimination" in the literature.
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Figure 2: Number of uses in SSI form as a fun tion of proedure length.
is performed to remove extra - and  -fun tions added and
reate pruned SSI. Figure 17 and Algorithm A.4 present an
algorithm to identify unused ode in O(N VSSI ) time, after whi h a simple O(N ) pass suÆ es to remove it. The
omplexity analysis is simple: nodes and variables are visited at most on e, raising their value in the analysis lattive from unused to used. Nodes marked used are never
visted. So MarkNodeUseful is invoked at most N times, and
MarkVarUseful is invoked at most VSSI times. The alls
to MarkNodeUseful may examine at most every variable use
in the program in lines 3-5, taking O(USSI ) time at worst.
Ea h all to MarkVarUseful examines at most one node (the
single de nition node for the variable, if it exists) and in onstant time pushes at most one node on to the worklist for a
total of O (VSSI ) time. So the total run time of FindUseful
is O (USSI + VSSI ) = O(USSI ).

3.1.4 Dis ussion
Note that our algorithm for pla ing - and -fun tions in
SSI form is pessimisti ; that is, we at rst assume every
node in the ontrol- ow graph with input arity larger than
one requires a -fun tion for every variable and every node
with out-arity larger than one requires a  -fun tion for every
variable, and then use the PST, liveness information, and
unused ode elimination to determine safe pla es to omit or -fun tions. Most SSA onstru tion algorithms, by ontrast, are optimisti ; they assume no - or  -fun tions are
needed and attempt to determine where they are provably
ne essary. In our experien e, optimisti algorithms tend to
have poor time bounds be ause, in the worst ase, they may
need to perform multiple passes over the graph as they propagate - or -fun tions. In su h ases, a pessimisti algorithm assumes the orre t answer at the start, fails to show
that any - or  -fun tions an be removed, and terminates
in one pass. See Appendix C for more information.

3.2 Time and spa e omplexity of SSI form
Dis ussions of time and spa e omplexity for sparse evaluation frameworks in the literature are often misleadingly
alled \linear" regardless of what the O-notation runtime
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that the quantity N V0 would tend to grow as N 1:3 . This
would argue for a near-linear pra ti al run-time.
In ontrast, Cytron's original algorithm for SSA form
had theoreti al omplexity O (E + VSSA jDFj + N VSSA ).
Cytron does not present empiri al data for VSSA , but one
an infer from the data he presents for \number of introdu ed -fun tions" that VSSA behaves similarly to VSSI |
that is, it grows as N , not as V0 . It is frequently pointed out4
that the jDFj term, the size of the dominan e frontier, an be
O (N 2 ) for ommon programming onstru ts (repeat-until
loops), whi h indi ates that the VSSA jDFj term in Cytron's
algorithm will be O (N 2 ) at best and at times as bad as
O (N 3 ).
Note that the spa e omplexity of SSI form, whi h may
10000 be O (EV ) in the worst ase (- and  -fun tions for every
variable inserted at every node) is ertainly not greater than
USSI , and thus Figure 2 shows linear pra ti al spa e use.

Figure 3: Number of original variables as a fun tion of proedure length.
bounds are. A anoni al example is [18℄, whi h states that
for SSA form, \the number of -nodes needed remains linear." Typi ally Cytron [5℄ is ited; however, that referen e
a tually reads:
For the programs we tested, the plot in [Figure
21 of Cytron's paper℄ shows that the number of
-fun tions is also linear in the size of the original
program.
It is important to note that Cytron's laim is based not on
algorithmi worst-bounds omplexity, but on empiri al eviden e. This reasoning is not unjusti ed; Knuth [13℄ showed
in 1974 that \human-generated" programs almost without
ex eption show properties favorable to analysis; in parti ular shallow maximum loop nesting depth. Wegman and
Zade k [19℄ learly make this distin tion by noting that:
In theory the size [of the SSA form representation℄
an be O(EV ), but empiri al eviden e indi ates
that the work required to ompute the SSA graph
is linear in the program size.
Our worst- ase spa e omplexity bounds for SSI form are
identi al to SSA form | O (EV ) | but in this se tion we
will endeavour to show that typi al omplexities are likewise
\linear in the program size."
The total runtime for SSI pla ement and subsequent
pruning, in luding the time to onstru t the PST, is O(E +
N V0 + USSI ). For most programs E will be a small onstant
fa tor multiple of N ; as Wegman and Zade k [19℄ note, most
ontrol ow graph nodes will have at most two su essors.
For those graphs where E is not O (N ), it an be argued that
E is the more relevant measure of program omplexity.
Thus the \linearity" of our SSI onstru tion algorithm
rests on the quantities N V0 and USSI . Figures 2 and 3
present empiri al data for V0 and USSI on a sample of 1,048
Java methods. The methods varied in length from 4 to 6,642
statements and were taken from the dynami all-graph of
the FLEX ompiler itself, whi h in ludes large portions of
the standard Java lass libraries. Figure 2 shows onvin ingly that USSI grows as N for large pro edures, and Figure 3 supports an argument that V0 grows very slowly and

4 Uses and appli ations of SSI
The prin iple bene ts of using SSI form are the ability to
do predi ated and ba kward data ow analyses eÆ iently.
Predi ated analysis means that we an use information
extra ted from bran h onditions and ontrol ow. The  fun tions in SSI form provide an variable naming that allows
us to sparsely asso iate the predi ation information with
variable names at ontrol ow splits. The  -fun tions also
provide a reverse symmetry to SSI form that allow eÆ ient
ba kward data ow analyses like liveness and anti ipatability.
In this se tion, we will brie y sket h how SSI form an
be applied to ba kwards data ow analyses, in luding anti ipatability, an important omponent of partial redundan y
elimination. We will then des ribe in detail our Sparse Predi ated Typed Constant propagation algorithm, whi h shows
how the predi ation information of SSI form may be used to
advantage in pra ti al appli ations, in luding the removal
of array bounds and null-pointer he ks. Lastly, we will des ribe an extension to SPTC that allows bitwidth analysis,
and the possible uses of this information.

4.1 Ba kward Data ow Analysis

Ba kward data ow analyses are those in whi h informa-

tion is propagated in the dire tion opposite that of program
exe ution [15℄. There is general agreement [10, 3, 20℄ that
SSA form is unable to dire tly handle ba kwards data ow
analyses; liveness is often ited as a anoni al example.
However, SSI form allows the sparse omputation of su h
ba kwards properties. Liveness, for example, omes \for
free" from pruned SSI form: every variable is live in the
region between its use and sole de nition. Every non-fun tion use of a variable is dominated by the de nition;
Cytron [5℄ has shown that -fun tions will always be found
on the dominan e frontier. Thus the live region between
de nition and use an be enumerated with a simple depthrst sear h, taking advantage of the topologi al sorting by
dominan e that DFS provides [15℄. Be ause of -fun tion
uses, the DFS will have to look one node past its spanningtree leaves to see the -fun tions on the dominan e frontier;
this does not hange the algorithmi omplexity.
Computation of other data ow properties will use this
same enumeration routine to propagate values omputed
4 See Dhamdhere [6℄ for example.

on the sparse SSI graph to the intermediate nodes on the
ontrol- ow graph. Formally, we an say that the data ow
property for variable v at node N is dependent only on the
properties at nodes D and U , de ning and using v , for whi h
+
there is a path D ! U ontaining N . There is a \default"
property whi h holds for nodes on no su h path from a definition to use; for liveness the default property is \not live."
The remainder of this se tion will on entrate on the dataow properties at use and de nition points.
A slightly more ompli ated ba kward data ow property
is very busy expressions ; this analysis is somewhat obsolete as it serves to save ode spa e, not time. This in turn
is related to partial and total anti ipatability.

De nition 4.1. An expression e is very busy at a point
P of the program i it is always subsequently used before it

is killed [15℄.

De nition 4.2. An expression e is totally (partially)
anti ipatable at a point P if, on every (some) path in the
CFG from P to END, there is a omputation of e before an
assignment to any of the variables in e [10℄.
Johnson and Pingali [10℄ show how to redu e these properties of expressions to properties on variables. We will
therefore onsider properties BSY(v; N ), ANT(v; N ), and
PAN(v; N ) denoting very busy, totally anti ipatable, and
partially anti ipatable variables v at some program point
N . To ompute BSY, we start with pruned SSI form. Any
variable de ned in a - or -fun tion is used at some point,
by de nition. So for statements at a point P we have the
rules:
v = :::
::: = v
x = (y0 ; : : : ; yn )
hx0 ; : : : ; xn i = (y)

BSYin (v; P ) = false
BSYin (v; P ) = true
BSYin (yi ; P ) =V
BSYout (x; P )
BSYin (y; P ) = ni=0 BSYout (xi ; P )
Total anti ipatability, in the single variable ase, is identi al to BSY. Partial anti ipatability for a variable v at point
P follows the rules:
v = :::
::: = v
x = (y0 ; : : : ; yn )
hx0 ; : : : ; xn i = (y)

PANin (v; P ) = false
PANin (v; P ) = true
PANin (yi ; P ) =W
PANout (x; P )
PANin (y; P ) = ni=0 PANout (xi ; P )
The present se tion is on erned more with feasibility
than the me hani s of implementation; we refer the interested reader to [15℄ and [10℄ for details on how to turn the
eÆ ient omputation of BSY, PAN and ANT into pra ti al
ode-hoisting and partial-redundan y elimination routines,
respe tively.
We note in passing that the sophisti ated strengthredu tion and ode-motion te hniques of SSAPRE [12℄ are
appli able to an SSI-based representation, as well, and may
bene t from the predi ation information available in SSI.
The remainder of this se tion will fo us on pra ti al implementations of predi ated analyses using SSI form.

4.2 Sparse Predi ated Typed Constant Propagation
Sparse Predi ated Typed Constant (SPTC) Propagation is
a powerful analysis tool whi h derives its eÆ ien y from SSI
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Figure 4: Three-level value latti e and two-level exe utability latti e for SCC.
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Table 1: Meet and binary operation rules on the SCC value
latti e.
form. It is built on Wegman and Zade k's Sparse Conditional Constant (SCC) algorithm [19℄ and removes unne essary array-bounds and null-pointer he ks, omputes variable types, and performs oating-point- and string- onstantpropagation in addition to the integer onstant propagation
of standard SCC.
We will des ribe this algorithm in rementally, beginning
with the standard SCC onstant-propagation algorithm.
Wegman and Zade k's algorithm operates on a program in
SSA form; we will all this SCC/SSA to di erentiate it from
SCC/SSI, whi h uses the SSI form. Se tion 6 on page 10 will
dis uss an extension to SPTC whi h does bit-width analysis.

4.2.1 Wegman and Zade k's SCC/SSA algorithm
The SCC algorithm works on a simple three-level value latti e asso iated with variable de nition points and a twolevel exe utability latti e asso iated with ow-graph edges.
These latti es are shown in Figure 4. The SCC algorithm
itself, whi h runs in O (E + USSA ) time, is presented in Figures A.5 and A.6 from Appendix A.

4.2.2 SCC/SSI: predi ation using  -fun tions.
Porting the SCC algorithm from SSA to SSI form (so
that it takes information from onditionals into a ount)
immediately in reases the number of onstants we an nd.
Only the Visit pro edure must be updated for SCC/SSI:
latti e update rules for -fun tions must be added. Algorithm 4.1 shows a new Visit pro edure for the two-level
integer onstant latti e of Wegman and Zade k's SCC/SSA;
with this restri ted value set only integer equality tests tap
the algorithm's full power. The utility of SCC/SSI's prediated analysis will be ome more evident as the value latti e is extended to over more onstant types. The time
omplexity of the updated algorithm is identi al to that of
SCC/SSA: O(E + USSA ).

4.2.3 Extending the value domain

Visit(n:node) =
1: /* Assignment rules as on page 14 */

2:
3: for ea h bran h \if x = y goto e1 else e2 " in n do
4: if L[x℄ = > or L[y℄ = > then
5:
RaiseE(e1 )
6:
RaiseE(e2 )
7: else if L[x℄ = and L[y ℄ = d then
8:
if = d then
9:
RaiseE(e1 )
10:
else
11:
RaiseE(e2 )
12: for ea h assignment \hv1 ; v2 i
 (v0 )" asso iated with
13:

this bran h do
if edge e1 2 Ee and variable v0 is the x or y in the test

then

14:
RaiseV(v1 , min(L[x℄, L[y℄))
15:
else if edge e1 2 Ee then
16:
RaiseV(v1 , L[v0 ℄)
17:
if edge e2 2 Ee then /* False bran h */
18:
RaiseV(v2 , L[v0 ℄)
19:
20: /* Obvious generalization applies for tests like \x 6= y" */

Algorithm 4.1: A revised Visit pro edure for SCC/SSI.
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Figure 5: SCC value latti e extended to Java primitive value
domain.

The rst simple extension of the SCC value latti e enables
us to represent oating-point and other values. For this
work, we extended the domain to over the full type system of Java byte ode [8℄; the extended latti e is presented
in Figure 5. The gure also introdu es the abbreviated latti e notation we will use through the following se tions; it
is understood that the latti e entry labelled \int" stands for
a nite-but-large set of in omparable latti e elements, onsisting (in this ase) of the members of the Java int integer
type. Java ints are 32 bits long, so the \int" entry abbreviates 232 latti e elements. Similarly, the \double" entry
en odes not the in nite domain of real numbers, but the
domain spanned by the Java double type whi h has fewer
than 264 members.5 The Java String type is also in luded,
to allow simple onstant string oales ing to be performed.
The propagation algorithm over this latti e is a trivial modi ation to Algorithm 4.1, and will be omitted for brevity.
In the next se tions, the \int" and \long" entries in this latti e will be summarized as \Integer Constant", the \ oat"
and \double" entries as \Floating-point Constant", and the
\String" entry as \String Constant". As the latti e is still
only three levels deep, the asymptoti runtime omplexity
is identi al to that of the previous algorithm.

4.2.4 Type analysis
In Figure 6 we extend the latti e to ompute Java type
information. The new latti e entry marked \Typed" is a tually forest-stru tured as shown in Figure 7; it is as deep as
the lass hierar hy, and the roots and leaves are all omparable to > and ?. Only the Visit pro edure must be modi ed;
the new pro edure is given as Algorithm 4.2. Be ause the
latti e L is deeper, the asymptoti runtime omplexity is
now O(E + USSA D ) where D is the maximum depth of
the lass hierar hy. To form an estimate of the magnitude
of D , Table 2 ompares lass hierar hy statisti s for several
large obje t-oriented proje ts in various sour e languages.
Our FLEX ompiler infrastru ture, as a typi al Java example, has an average lass depth of 1.91.6 In a for ed example,
of ourse, one an make the lass depth O(N ); however, one
an infer from the data given that in real ode the D term
is not likely to make the algorithm signi antly non-linear.
A brief word on the roots of the hierar hy forest in Figure 7 is alled for: Java has both a lass hierar hy, rooted
at java.lang.Obje t, and several primitive types, whi h
we will also use as roots. The primitive types in lude int,
long, float, and double.7 Integer onstants in the latti e are omparable to and less than the int or long type;
oating-point onstants are likewise omparable to and less
than either float or double. String onstants are omparable to and less than the java.lang.String non-primitive
lass type.
The void type, whi h is the type of the expression null,
is also a primitiveFtype in Java; however we wish to keep
x u y identi al to L fx; yg (the least upper bound of x and
y ) while satisfying the Java typing rule that null u x = x
when x is a non-primitive type and not a onstant. This
5 In IEEE-standard oating-point, some possible bit patterns are

not valid number en odings.
6 Measured August 2, 1999; the infrastru ture is under ontinuing
development.
7 In the type system our infrastru ture uses (whi h is borrowed
from Java byte ode) the har, boolean, short and byte types are folded
into int.

Hierar hy

Sour e language

FLEX infrastru ture Java
java ompiler
Java
NeXTStep 3.2y
Obje tive-C
Obje tworks 4.1y
Smalltalk

Classes

550
304
488
774

Avg. depth

1.9
2.8
3.5
4.4

Max. depth

5
7
8
10

y indi ates data obtained from Muthukrishnan and Muller [14℄.

Table 2: Class hierar hy statisti s for several large O-O proje ts.
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Visit(n:node) =
1: for ea h assignment \v x  y " in n do
2: RaiseV(v , V [x℄  V [y℄) /* binop rule: see gure 8 */
3:
4: for ea h assignment \v

MEM(: : :)" or \v CALL(: : :)"
in n do
5: let t be the type of the MEM or CALL expression
6: RaiseV(v , t)

Figure 6: SCC value latti e extended with type information.

7:
8: for ea h assignment \v (x1 ; : : : ; xn )" in n do
9: for ea h variable xi orresponding to prede essor edge ei

10:
11:

hhhhhhh
hh 
Typed
6
java.lang.Obje non-void
t
primitive types
 HH

java.lang.StringHH  
D levels
latti e
java.lang.Number
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Figure 7: \Typed" ategory of Figure 6 shown expanded.

int  int
long  fint; longg
float  fint; long; floatg
double  fint; long; float; doubleg
String  fint; long; float; double; Obje t; : : :g

=
=
=
=
=

int
long
float
double
String

Figure 8: Java typing rules for binary operations.

of n do
if ei 2 Ee then
F
RaiseV(v, L fV [v ℄; V [xi ℄g) /* meet rule: use least
upper bound */

12:
13: for ea h bran h \if x = y goto e1 else e2 " in n do
14: if Typed v L[x℄ or Typed v L[y℄ then
15:
RaiseE(e1 )
16:
RaiseE(e2 )
17: else if L[x℄ = and L[y℄ = d then /* if x and y are
onstants. . . */
18:
if = d then
19:
RaiseE(e1 )
20:
else
21:
RaiseE(e2 )
22: for ea h assignment \hv1 ; v2 i
 (v0 )" asso iated with
23:
24:

this bran h do
if edge e1 2 Ee and variable v0 is the x or y in the test

then

/* type error in sour e program if L[x℄ and L[y ℄ are
in omparable */
RaiseV(v1 , min(L[x℄, L[y℄))
else if edge e1 2 Ee then
RaiseV(v1 , L[v0 ℄)
if edge e2 2 Ee then /* False bran h */
RaiseV(v2 , L[v0 ℄)

25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31: /* Obvious generalization applies for tests like \x 6= y" */
32: /* Obvious generalization applies for tests like
\x instan eof C " */

Algorithm 4.2: Visit pro edure for typed SCC/SSI.
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Figure 9: Value latti e extended with array and null information.

8C 2 Class; Cnon-nullF < Cpossibly-null
8C 2 Classnon-null ; fvoid; C g 2 Classpossibly-null
8C 2 Classpossibly-null ; void < C
8C 2 Classnon-null ; hvoid; C i 2= v
L

Let A(C; n) be a fun tion to turn a latti e entry representing
a non-null array lass type C into the latti e entry representing a said array lass with known integer onstant length n.
Then for any non-null array lass C and integers i and j ,
A(C; i) < C
hA(C; i); A(C; j )i 2 v

if and only if i = j

Figure 10: Extended value latti e inequalities.

requires putting void omparable to but less than every nonprimitive leaf in the lass hierar hy latti e.
The Java lass hierar hy also in ludes interfa es, whi h
are the means by whi h Java implements multiple inheritan e. Base interfa e lasses (whi h do not extend other
interfa es) are additional roots in the hierar hy forest, although no examples of this are shown in Figure 7.
Sin e untypeable variables are generally forbidden, no
operation should ever raise a latti e value above \Typed"
to >. The otherwise-unne essary > element is retained to
indi ate error onditions.
This variant of the onstant-propagation algorithm allows us to eliminate unne essary instan eof he ks due to
type- asting or type-safety he ks. Se tion 5 will provide
experimental validation of its utility.
Finally, note that the ability to represent null as the
void type in the latti e begins to allow us to address nullpointer he ks, although be ause null u x = x for nonprimitive types we an only reason about variables whi h
an be proven to be null, not those whi h might be proven
to be non-null (whi h is the more useful ase). The next
se tion will provide a more satisfa tory treatment.

Visit(n:node) =
1: /* Binop and -fun tion rules as in algorithm 4.2 */

4.2.5 Array-bounds and null-pointer he ks

Algorithm 4.3: Visit pro edure outline with array and null
information.

At this point, we an expand the value latti e on e
more to allow elimination of unne essary array-bounds and
null-pointer he ks, based on our onstant-propagation algorithm. The new latti e is shown in Figure 9; we have split
the \Typed" latti e entry to enable the algorithm to distinguish between non-null and possibly-null values,8 and added
a latti e level for arrays of known onstant length. Some formal de nition of the new value latti e an be found in Figure 10; the meet rule is still the least upper bound on the
latti e. Modi ations to the Visit pro edure are outlined
in Algorithm 4.3. Noti e that we exploit the pre-existing
integer- onstant propagation to identify onstant-length arrays, and that our integrated approa h allows one-pass optimization of the program in Figure 11.
Note that the variable renaming performed by the SSI
form at ontrol- ow splits is essential in allowing the algo8 Values whi h are always-null were dis ussed in the previous se tion; they are identi ed as having primitive type void.

2:
3: for ea h assignment \v

MEM(: : :)" or \v CALL(: : :)"
in n do
4: let t 2 Classpossibly-null [ Classprimitive be the type of the
MEM or CALL
5: RaiseV(v , t)

6:
7: for ea h array reation expression \v new T[x℄" do
8: if L[x℄ is an integer onstant then
9:
RaiseV(v, A(T; L[x℄))
10: else
11:
RaiseV(v , Tnon-null )
12:
13: for ea h array length assignment \v arraylength(x)" do
14: if L[x℄ is an array of known onstant length n then
15:
RaiseV(v , n)
16: else
17:
RaiseV(v , int)
18:
19: /* Bran h rules as in algorithm 4.2, with the obvious extension to allow tests against null to lower a latti e value from
Classpossibly-null to Classnon-null . */

x = 5 + 6;
do f
y = new int[x℄;
z = x-1;
if (0 <= z && z < y.length)
y[z℄ = 0;
else
x--;
g while (P);

Figure 11: An example illustrating the power of ombined
analysis.

g

Figure 12: Impli it bounds he ks (underlined) on Java array referen es.

1.2

IR instructions executed as fraction of unopt.

if (10 < 0)
throw new NegativeArraySizeEx eption();
int[℄ A = new int[10℄;
if (0 < 0 || 0 >= A.length)
throw new ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsEx eption();
A[0℄ = 1;
for (int i=1; i < 10; i++) f
if (i < 0 || i >= A.length)
throw new ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsEx eption();
A[i℄ = 0;
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Figure 13: An integer latti e for signed integers. A lassi ation into negative (M), positive (P), or zero (Z) is grafted
onto the standard at integer onstant domain. The (M-P)
entry is dupli ated to aid larity.
rithm to do null-pointer he k elimination. However, the
latti e we are using an remove bound he ks from an expression A[k℄ when k is a onstant, but not when k is an
bounded indu tion variable. In the example of Figure 12,
the rst two impli it he ks are optimized away by this version of the algorithm, but the loop-borne test is not.
A typi al array-bounds he k (as shown in the example
on the urrent page) veri es that the index i of the array
referen e satis es the ondition 0  i < n, where n is the
length of the array.9 By identifying integer onstants as either positive, negative, or zero the rst half of the bounds
he k may be eliminated. This requires a simple extension
of the integer onstant portion of the latti e, outlined in Figure 13, with negligible performan e ost. However, handling
upper bounds ompletely requires a symboli analysis that
is out of the urrent s ope of this work. Future work will use
indu tion variable analysis and integrate an existing linear
programming approa h [17℄ to fully address array-bounds
he ks.
9 Languages in whi h array indi es start at 1 an be handled by

slight modi ations to the same te hniques.
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Figure 14: SPTC optimization performan e.

5 Experimental results
The full SPTC analysis and optimization has been implemented in the FLEX Java ompiler platform. Some quantitative measure of the utility of SPTC is given as Figure 14. The run-times are intermediate representation dynami statement ounts generated by the FLEX ompiler
SSI IR interpreter. The standard Wegman-Zade k SCC algorithm, whi h has proven utility in pra ti e, shows no improvement over unoptimized ode due to the metri used.
Even so, SPTC shows a 10% speed-up. It is expe ted that
the improvement given in a tual pra ti e will be greater.
Note that the speed-up is onstant despite widely differing test ases. Even a simple example a tually exe utes
quite a bit of library ode in the Java implementation; this
in ludes numerous element-by-element array initializations
(due to the semanti s of java byte ode) whi h we expe t
SPTC to ex el at optimizing. But SPTC does just as well
on the full FLEX ompiler (68,032 lines of sour e at the time
the ben hmark was run), whi h shows that the speed-up is
not limited to onstant initialization ode.

6 Bit-width analysis
The SPTC algorithm an be extended to allow eÆ ient bitwidth analysis. Bit-width analysis is a variation of onstant propagation with the goal of determining value ranges
for variables. In this sense it is similar to, but simpler than,
array-bounds analysis: no symboli manipulation is required
and the value latti e has N levels (where N is the maximum
bitwidth of the underlying datatype) instead of 2N . For C
and Java programs, this means that only 32 levels need be
added to the latti e; thus the bit-width analysis an be made
eÆ ient.
Bit-width analysis allows optimization for modern
media-pro essing instru tion set extensions whi h typi ally
o er ve tor pro essing of limited-width types. Intel's MMX
extensions, for example, o er pa ked 8-bit, 16-bit, 32-bit
and 64-bit ve tors [16℄. To take advantage of these fun tional units without expli it human annotation, the ompiler must be able to guarantee that the data in a ve tor an
be expressed using the limited bit-width available. A simpler bit-width analysis in a previous work [1℄ showed that
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Figure 15: Some ombination rules for bit-width analysis.
a large amount of width-limit information an be extra ted
from appropriate sour e programs; however, that work was
not able to intelligently ompute widths of loop-bound variables due to the limitations of the SSA form. Extending the
bitwidth algorithm to SSI form allows indu tion variables
width-limited by loop-bounds to be dete ted.
Bit-width analysis is also a vital step in ompiling a highlevel language to a hardware des ription. General purpose
programming languages do not ontain the ne-grained bitwidth information that a hardware implementation an take
advantage of, so the ompiler must extra t it itself. The
work ited showed that this is viable and eÆ ient.
The bit-width analysis algorithm has been implemented
in the FLEX ompiler infrastru ture. Be ause most types
in Java are signed, it is ne essary to separate bit-width information into \positive width" and \negative width." This
is just an extension of the signed value latti e of Figure 13
to variable bit-widths. In pra ti e the bit-widths are represented by a tuple, extending the integer onstant latti e with
(Int  Int)? under the natural total ordering of Int. The tuple h0; 0i is identi al to the onstant 0, and the tuple h0; 16i
represents an ordinary unsigned 16-bit data type. The > element is represented by an appropriate tuple re e ting the
sour e-language semanti s of the value's type. Figure 15
presents bit-width ombination rules for some unary negation and binary addition, multipli ation and bitwise-and.
In pra ti e, the rules would be extended to more pre isely
handle operands of zero, one, and other small onstants.

7 Con lusion
This paper presents a new intermediate format, Stati Single
Information (SSI) form. In addition to traditional variable
de nition points, SSI form provides new names for ea h variable at ea h point where the analysis may obtain information
about the value in the variable. The form provides ex ellent support for predi ated analyses, whi h use the information present in onditional bran hes, be ause it enables the
analyses to propagate information dire tly from information
de nition sites to information use sites.
We have implemented a Java ompiler that uses SSI form
as its primary intermediate representation, and implemented
a variety of analyses using the form. These analyses in lude
redundant array bounds and null pointer he k analyses, a
onditional onstant propagation analysis, and a bit-width
analysis. Our experimental results show that the analyses
exe ute eÆ iently and extra t information that an be used
to signi antly optimize the program. Furthermore, we believe that SSI form signi antly simpli ed the eÆ ient implementation of these analyses.
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Pla e(G: CFG) =
1: let r be the top-level region for G
2: for ea h variable v in G do
3: Pla eOne(r, v , false) /* pla e phis */
4: Pla eOne(r, v , true) /* pla e sigmas */
Pla eOne(r: region, v : variable,
=
1: /* Post-order traversal */
2: ag
false
3: for ea h hild region r0 do
4: if Pla eOne(r0 , v , ps) then
5:
ag true

ps: boolean): boolean

6:
7: for ea h node n in region r not ontained in a hild region

do

8: if ps is false and n ontains a de nition of v then
9:
ag true
10: if ps is true and n ontains a use of v then
11:
ag true
12:
13: /* add phis/sigmas to merges/splits where v may be live */
14: if ag = true then
15: for ea h node n in region r not ontained in a hild region

do

16:
if MaybeLive(v , n) = true then
17:
if ps is false and the input arity of n ex eeds 1 then
18:
pla e a phi fun tion for v at n
19:
if ps is true and the output arity of n ex eeds 1 then
20:
pla e a sigma fun tion for v at n
21:
22: return ag

Algorithm A.1: Pla ing - and  -fun tions.

A Algorithms
B Proofs
Proof of Lemma 3.1.

Proof. Let us assume a -fun tion for v is needed at some
node Z inside an SESE not ontaining a de nition of v .
Then by the path- onvergen e riterion for -fun tions,
+ Z and Y !
+ Z having no nodes
there exist paths X !
but Z in ommon where X and Y ontain either de nitions
of v or - or  -fun tions for v . Choose any su h paths:
Case I: Both X and Y are outside the SESE. Then, as
there is only one entran e edge into the SESE, the paths
+
+
X ! Z and Y ! Z must ontain some node in ommon other than Z. But this ontradi ts our hoi e of X
and Y .
Case II: At least one of X and Y must be inside the SESE.
If both X and Y are not de nitions of v but rather or  -fun tions for v , then by re ursive appli ation of
this proof there must exist some hoi e of X , Y , and
Z inside this SESE where at least one of X and Y is
a de nition. But X or Y annot be a de nition of
v be ause they are inside the SESE of Z whi h was
hosen to ontain no de nitions of v .

Data type Environment:

reate(): Environment :

make an environment with no mappings.

put(E : Environment, v1 : variable, v2 : variable) :
extend environment E with a mapping from v1 to v2 .
get(E : Environment, v: variable): variable :
return the urrent mapping in E for v .

beginS ope(E : Environment) :

save the urrent mapping of E for later restoration.

endS ope(E : Environment) :
restore the mapping of

beginS ope on E .

E

to that present at the last

Figure 16: Environment datatype for the SSI renaming algorithm.

Rename(G: CFG) =
1: Init(G)
2: for ea h edge e leaving START do
3: Sear h(e)
Init(G: CFG) =
1: for ea h edge e in G do
2: Marked[e℄ false
3: for ea h variable V in G do
4: C (V ) 0
5: E = reate() /* reate a new environment */
In (E : Environment, V : variable): variable =
1: i C (V ) + 1
2: C (v) i
3: E :put(V; Vi )
4: return Vi

Operations on nodes:

NodeUseful(n:node): boolean : Whether the results of this
node are ever used

Uses(n:node): set of variables : Variables for whi h this

node ontains a use
Operations on variables:

VarUseful(v:variable): boolean : Whether there is some n
for whi h Uses(n) ontains v and NodeUseful(n) is true
De nitions(v:variable): set of nodes : Nodes whi h ontain
a de nition for v
Figure 17: Datatypes and operations used in unused ode
elimination.

Algorithm A.2: SSI renaming algorithm.

Sear h(hs; di: edge) =
Require: s to be a node ontaining - or  -fun tions, or START
Require: Marked[hs; di℄ = false
1: Marked[hs; di℄ true
2: beginS ope(E )
3: if s is a node ontaining -fun tions then
4: for ea h -fun tion P in s do
5:
repla e the destination V of P by In (E ; V )
6: else if s is a node ontaining  -fun tions then
7: for ea h  -fun tion S in s do
8:
j Whi hSu (hs; di)
9:
repla e the j -th destination V of S by In (E ; V )
10: loop /* now rename inside basi blo k */
11: if d is a node ontaining -fun tions then
12:
for ea h -fun tion P in d do
13:
j Whi hPred(hs; di)
14:
repla e the j -th operand V of P by get(E ; V )
15:
break /* end of basi blo k */
16: else if s is a node ontaining -fun tions then
17:
for ea h  -fun tion S in d do
18:
repla e the operand V of S by get(E ; V )
19:
break /* end of basi blo k */
20: /* ordinary assignment, at most one su essor */
21: for ea h variable V in RHS (d) do
22:
repla e V by get(E ; V ) in RHS (d)
23: for ea h variable V in LHS (d) do
24:
repla e V by In (E ; V ) in LHS (d)
25: if d has no su essor then
26:
break /* end of basi blo k */
27: s d
28: d su essor of d
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:

end loop
for ea h su essor n of d do
if not Marked[hd; ni℄ then

Sear h(hd; ni) /* dfs re ursion */
endS ope(E )

return

Algorithm A.3: SSI renaming algorithm, ont.

FindUseful(G: CFG) =
1: let W be an empty work list
2: for ea h variable v in G do
3: VarUseful(v ) false
4: for ea h node n in G in any order do
5: NodeUseful(n) false
6: if n is a CALL, RETURN, or other node with side-e e ts then
7:
add n to W
8:
9: while W is not empty do
10: let n be any element from W
11: remove n from W
12: MarkNodeUseful(n; W )

MarkNodeUseful(n: node, W : WorkList) =
1: NodeUseful(n) true
2: /* everything used by a useful node is useful */
3: for ea h variable v in Uses(n) do
4: if not VarUseful(v) then
5:
MarkVarUseful(v; W )
MarkVarUseful(v : variable, W : WorkList) =
1: VarUseful(v) true
2: /* The de nition of a useful variable is useful */
3: for ea h node n in De nitions(v ) do
4: /* In SSI form, size(De nitions(v ))  1 */
5: if not NodeUseful(n) then
6:
add n to W

Algorithm A.4: Identifying unused ode using SSI form.

A symmetri argument holds for  -fun tions for v , using
the path- onvergen e riterion for -fun tions, and the fa t
that there exists one exit edge from the SESE.

Init(G:CFG) =
1: Ee ;
2: En ;
3: for ea h variable v in G do
4: if some node n de nes v then
5:
V [v ℄ ?
6:
7:

else

V [v ℄

> /* Pro

Proof of Lemma 3.2.

Proof. We will rst prove that a node N failing any one of
the onditions does not need a - or -fun tion.

edure arguments, et . */



Analyze(G:CFG) =
1: let r be the start node of graph G
2: En En [ frg
3: Wn frg
4: Wv
;

5:
6: repeat
7: if Wn is not empty then
8:
remove some node n from Wn
9:
if n has only one outgoing edge e and e 2= Ee then
10:
RaiseE(e)
11:
Visit(n)
12: if Wv is not empty then
13:
remove some variable v from Wv
14:
for ea h node n ontaining a use of v do
15:
Visit(n)
16: until both Wv and Wn are empty

Algorithm A.5: SCC algorithm for SSA form.
RaiseE(e:edge) =
1: /* When alled, e 2
= Ee */
2: Ee Ee [ feg
3: let n be the destination of edge e
4: if n 2
= En then
5: En En [ fng
6: Wn
Wn [ fng
RaiseV(v:variable, L:latti e value) =
1: if V [v℄ < L then
2: V [v ℄ L
3: Wv
Wv [ f v g
Visit(n:node) =
1: for ea h assignment \v x  y" in n do
2: RaiseV(v , V [x℄  V [y ℄) /* binop rule: see table 1 */
3:
4: for ea h assignment \v

in n do
5: RaiseV(v , >)

MEM(: : :)" or \v

CALL(: : :)"

6:
7: for ea h assignment \v (x1 ; : : : ; xn )" in n do
8: for ea h variable xi orresponding to prede essor edge ei

of n do

9:
if ei 2 Ee then
10:
RaiseV(v , V [v ℄ u V [xi ℄) /* meet rule: see table 1 */
11:
12: for ea h bran h \if v goto e1 else e2 " in n do
13: L V [v℄
14: if L = > or L = where signi es \true" and e1 2
= Ee

then

RaiseE(e1 )
if L = > or L = where signi es \false" and e2 2= Ee
then
17:
RaiseE(e2 )

15:
16:

Algorithm A.6: SCC algorithm for SSA form, ont.




The path- onvergen e riteria for -fun tions ( fun tions) require node N to be the rst onvergen e
+ N and Y !
+ N
(divergen e) of some paths X !
+
+
(N ! X and N ! Y ). If the input arity is less than
2 or there is no path from a de nition of v , than it
fails the path- onvergen e riterion for -fun tions. If
the output arity is less than 2 or there is no path to a
use of v , then it fails the path- onvergen e riterion for
 -fun tions.
If there exists a SESE ontaining N that does not ontain any de nition, - or  -fun tion D for v , then N
does not require a - or  -fun tion for v by lemma 3.1.
Let us suppose every Di ontaining a de nition, or -fun tion for v dominates N . If N requires a + N and D !
+
fun tion for v , there exist paths D1 !
2 N
ontaining no nodes in ommon but N . We use these
+
+
paths to onstru t simple paths START ! D1 ! N and
+
+
START ! D2 ! N . By the de nition of a dominator,
every path from START to N must ontain every Di .
+
+
But D1 ! N annot ontain D2 , and if START ! D1
+ N
+ D !
ontains D2 , we an make a path START !
2
whi h does not ontain D1 by using the D1 -free path
+
D2 ! N . The assumption leads to a ontradi tion;
thus, there must exist some Di whi h does not dominate N if N is required to have a -fun tion for v . The
symmetri argument holds for post-dominan e and  fun tions.

This proves that the onditions are ne essary. It is obvious
from an examination of the path onvergen e riteria for and  -fun tions and lemma 3.1 that they are suÆ ient.
The SSI renaming algorithm presented in Figures A.2
and A.3 requires an Environment datatype whi h is de ned
in Figure 16. Using an imperative programming style, it
is possible to perform a sequen e of any N operations on
Environment as de ned in the gure in O(N ) time; in a
fun tional programming style any N operations an be ompleted in O (N log N ) time.10 As the oarse stru ture of
Algorithm A.2 is a simple depth- rst sear h, it is easy to
see that the Sear h pro edure an be invoked from line 3
on page 13 and line 32 on page 13 a total of O (E ) times;
likewise its inner loop (lines 10 to 29) an be exe uted a
total of E times a ross all invo ations of Sear h. A total
of USSA + DSSA alls to the operations of the Environment
datatype will be made within all exe utions of Sear h. For
the imperative implementation of Environment a total time
bounds of O (E + USSA + DSSA ) for the variable renaming
algorithm is obtained.
10 The urious reader is referred to se tion 5.1 of Appel [2℄ for implementation details.

Lemma B.1. The sta k tra e of alls to
unique path through G from START.

Sear h

de nes a

Proof. We will prove this lemma by onstru tion. For every onse utive pair of alls to Sear h we onstru t a path
+
X ! Y starting with the edge hX; N0 i whi h is the argument of the rst all, and ending with the edge hNn ; Y i
whi h is the argument of the se ond all. From line 28 of
the Sear h pro edure on page 13 we note that every edge
hNi ; Ni+1 i between the rst and last has exa tly one su essor. Furthermore, the all to sear h on line 32 de nes a path
+ Y ends with;
starting with the edge whi h our segment X !
therefore the paths an be ombined. By so doing from the
bottom of the all sta k to the top we onstru t a unique
path from START.
For brevity, we will hereafter refer to the anoni al path
onstru ted in the manner of lemma B.1 orresponding to
the sta k of alls to Sear h when an edge e is rst en ountered as CP (e). Every edge in the CFG is en ountered exa tly on e by Sear h, so CP (e) exists and is unique for every
edge e in the CFG.

Lemma B.2. SSI form property 2.1 (-fun tion naming)
holds for variables renamed a ording to Algorithm A.2.
Proof. We restate SSI form property 2.1 for referen e:
For every node X ontaining a de nition of a variable V in the new program and node Y ontaining
a use of that variable, there exists at least one path
+
X ! Y and no su h path ontains a de nition of
V other than at X .


We onsider the anoni al path CP (hY 0 ; Y i) = START !
0
Y ! Y for some use of a variable v at Y , onstru ted

a ording to lemma B.1 from a sta k tra e of alls to Sear h.
is en ountered. This path is unique, although more than
one anoni al path may terminate at Y at nodes with more
than one prede essor. These paths are distinguished by the
in oming edge to Y .11 We identify ea h operand vi of a
-fun tion with the appropriate in oming edge e to ensure
that CP (e) is well de ned and unique in the ontext of a
use of vi .
+ Y must ontain X , a defThe anoni al path START !
inition of v , if Y uses a variable de ned in X , as Sear h
renames all de nitions (in lines 5, 9, and 24) and destroys
the name mapping in E just before it returns. The all to
Sear h whi h reates the de nition of v must therefore always be on the sta k, and thus in the path CP (hY 0 ; Y i), for
any use to re eive a the name v . Note that this is true for
-fun tions as well, whi h re eive names when the appropriate in oming edge hY 0 ; Y i is traversed, not ne essarily when
the node Y ontaining the -fun tion is rst en ountered.
+ X !
+ Y exists; now we
We have proved that START !
must prove that no other path from X to Y ontains a definition of v . Call this other de nition D . Obviously D an+ X!
+ Y , or line 24
not be on our anoni al path START !
11 Note that the notation N; N 0 for denoting edges does not al-

ways denote an edge unambigiously; imagine a onditional bran h
where both the true and false ase lead to the same label. In su h
ases an additional identi er is ne essary to distinguish the edges.
Alternatively, one may split su h edges to remove the ambiguity. We
treat edges as uniquely identi able and leave the implementation to
the reader.

would have aused Y to use a di erent name. But as we
just stated, all variable name mappings done by D will be
removed when the all to Sear h whi h tou hed D is taken
o the all sta k. So D must be on the all sta k, and thus
on the anoni al path; a ontradi tion. Sin e assuming the
+ Y ontaining a de nition
existen e of some other path X !
of v leads to ontradi tion no other su h path may exist,
ompleting the proof of the lemma.

Lemma B.3. SSI form property 2.2 (-fun tion naming)
holds for variables renamed a ording to Algorithm A.2.
Proof. We restate SSI form property 2.2 for referen e:
For every pair of nodes X and Y ontaining uses
of a variable V de ned at node Z in the new pro+ X must ontain Y
gram, either every path Z !
+
or every path Z ! Y must ontain X .
+ X and Z !
+ Y violating
Let us assume there are paths Z !
this ondition; that is, let us hose nodes X and Y whi h
use V and Z de ning V su h that there exists a path P1
from Z to X not ontaining Y and a path P2 from Z to Y
not ontaining X . By the argument of the previous lemma,
there exists a anoni al path P3 = CP (e) from START to X
through Z orresponding to a sta k tra e of Sear h; note
that P3 need not ontain P1 . There are two ases:

Case I: P3 does not ontains Y . Then there is some last
 N !
+ Y and
node N present on both P2 : Z !
+

+
P3 : START ! Z ! N ! X . By the path- onvergen e
riterion for -fun tions, this node N requires a  fun tion for V . If N 6= Z then line 5 of Algorithm A.2
would rename V along P3 and X would not use the
same variable Z de ned; if N = Z , then line 9 would
have ensured that X and Y used di erent names. Either ase ontradi ts our hoi es of X , Y , and Z .

Case II: P3 does ontain Y . Then onsider the path
+ +
START ! Z ! Y along P3 , whi h does not ontain X .
The argument of ase I applies with X and Y reversed.

Any assumed violation of property 2.2 leads to ontradi tion, proving the lemma.
Every path CP (e) orresponds to a exe ution state in
a all to Sear h at the point where e is rst en ountered.
The value of the environment mapping E at this point in
the exe ution of Algorithm A.2 we will denote as E e . For a
node N having a single prede essor Np and single su essor
N
N
Ns , we will denote E hNp ;N i as Ebefore
and E hN;Ns i as Eafter
.
Np
Ns
N
N
It is obvious that Eafter = Ebefore and Eafter = Ebefore when
Np and Ns , respe tively, are also single-prede essor singlesu essor nodes.

Lemma B.4. SSI form property 2.3 ( orre tness) holds
for variables renamed a ording to Algorithm A.2. That is,
along any possible ontrol- ow path in a program being exeuted a use of a variable V in the new program will always
have the same value as a use of the orresponding variable
V in the original program.
i

Proof. We will use indu tion along the path N0 ! N1 !
: : : ! Nn . We onsider ek = hNk ; Nk+1 i, the (k + 1)th edge
in the path, and assume that, for all j < k , ea h variable V

in the original program agrees with the value of E ej [V ℄ = Vi
in the new program. We show that E ek [V ℄ agrees with V at
edge ek in the path.

Case I: k = 0. The base ase is trivial: the START node
(N0 ) ontains no statements, and along ea h edge e
leaving start E [V ℄ = V0 . By de nition V0 agrees with
e

V at the entry to the pro edure.

Case II: k > 0 and N has exa tly one prede essor and
k

one su essor. If Nk is single-entry single-exit, then it
is not a - or  -fun tion. As an ordinary assignment,
it will be handled by lines 20 to 24 of Algorithm A.3 on
page 13. By the indu tion hypothesis (whi h tells us
that the uses at Nk orrespond to the same values as
the uses in the original program) and the semanti s of
Nk
assignment, the mapping Eafter
is easily veri ed to be
Nk
valid when Ebefore is valid. Thus the value of every
original variable V orresponds to the value of the new
Nk
variable Eafter
[V ℄ = E ek [V ℄ on ek .
Case III: k > 0 and Nk has multiple prede essors and
one su essor. In this ase Nk may have multiple fun tions in the new program, and Nk has no statements in the original program. Thus the value of any
variable V in the original program along edge ek is identi al to its value along edge ek 1 . We need only show
that the value of the variable E ek 1 [V ℄ is the same as
the value of the variable E ek [V ℄ in the new program.
For any variable V not mentioned in a -fun tion at Nk
this is obvious. Ea h variable de ned in a -fun tion
will get the value of the operand orresponding to the
in oming ontrol- ow path edge. The relevant lines in
Algorithm A.3 start with 13 and 14, where we see that
the operand orresponding to edge ek 1 of a -fun tion
for V orre tly gets E ek 1 [V ℄. At line 5, we see that
the destination of the -fun tion is orre tly E ek [V ℄.
Thus the value of every original variable V orre tly
orreponds to E ek [V ℄ by the indu tion hyptothesis and
the semanti s of the -fun tions.

Case IV: k > 0 and N has one prede essor and multiple
k

su essors. Here Nk may have multiple -fun tions in
the new program, and is empty in the original program.
The argument goes as for the previous ase. It is obvious that variables not mentioned in the  -fun tions
orrespond at ek if they did at ek 1 . For variables mentioned in -fun tions, line 18 shows that operands orre tly get E ek 1 [V ℄ and line 9 shows that the destination orresponding to ek orre tly gets E ek [V ℄. Therefore the values of original variables V orrespond to
the value of E ek [V ℄ by the indu tion hypothesis and
the semanti s of the  -fun tions.

Therefore, on every edge of the hosen path, the values of the
original variables orrespond to the values of the renamed
SSI form variables. The value orresponden e at the path
endpoint (a use of

C Optimisti and Pessimisti Algorithms
In our experien e, optimisti algorithms tend to have poor
time bounds be ause of the possibility of input graphs like
the one illustrated in Figure 18. Proving that all but two
nodes require - and/or  -fun tions for the variable a in
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Figure 18: A worst- ase CFG for \optimisti " algorithms.
this example seems to inherently require O (N ) passes over
the graph; ea h pass an prove that - or  -fun tions are
required for only those nodes adja ent to nodes tagged in
the previous pass. Starting with the ir led node, the - and
 -fun tions spread one node left on ea h pass. On the other
hand, a pessimisti algorithm assumes the orre t answer at
the start, fails to show that any - or -fun tions an be
removed, and terminates in one pass.

